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Teleportation of an atomic momentum state
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In this paper, we propose a scheme for teleportating a superposition of atomic center-of-mass momentum
states to a superposition of the cavity field using quantum controlled-NOT gate via atomic scattering in the
Bragg regime and cavity quantum electrodynamics.
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Teleportation of an unknown quantum state which
based upon the idea of quantum nonlocality@1,2# lies at the
center of quantum-information theory. Since the pioneer
contribution of Bennettet al. @3#, a number of proposals hav
been presented for the teleportation of both atomic and fi
states, based on cavity QED@4,5#. In some recent work, tele
portation of an entangled multiparticle state and coher
superposition of 2n fock states have also been presen
@6,7#. In addition to the schemes for discrete variables,
idea was extended for teleportation of continuous variab
@8–10#. Following theoretical progress in the field of qua
tum teleportation, its experimental verification has also b
realized in some recent experiments. For example, telepo
tion by producing pairs of entangled photons using param
ric down-conversion@11,12#, teleportation of an optical co
herent state using squeezed state entanglement@13#, and a
vacuum-one-photon qubit represented by a mode of the e
tromagnetic field@14#.

In most of the recent studies, teleportation has been c
sidered for photon polarization@3,8,11,12#, optical field
quadratures@9,13#, and multiatom spin components@15#.
However, an interesting question is how to teleport the inf
mation related to the center-of-mass wave function o
quantum state. In some recent studies, this question has
addressed for continuous quantum variables. For exam
Opatrny and Kurizki have proposed an interesting sche
for the teleportation of the translational center-of-mass qu
tum state~matter-wave packet! by molecular dissociation
and collision@16#. In another study, Parkins and Kimble ha
presented a scheme for teleporting the center-of-mass w
function of trapped atoms@17#. Their scheme is based upo
the coupling between the motion of an atom trapped insid
cavity and external propagating light field. In this paper,
consider a scheme for teleporting an unknown superpos
of discrete momentum states corresponding to the ato
center-of-mass motion to a superposition of the cavity fie
The measurement of Bell states are realized by using ato
scattering through standing field in the Bragg regime a
then applying cavity QED.

The momentum state that is to be transferred is define

uCa&5cau1p0&1cbu2p0&, ~1!
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where u1p0& and u2p0& are the momentum states of th
incoming atoms in6x directions, respectively~see Fig. 1!
andca andcb are the corresponding probability amplitude
The initial superposition of momentum eigenstate defined
Eq. ~1! can be realized by considering an atom with a lar
position spread that passes through a standing wave in
Bragg regime. The superposition may be known or unkno
and the probability amplitudes will depend upon the pass
time through the standing wave. There may be errors as
atom cannot be in a pure momentum state~with infinite
spread! and our analysis may be a good approximation o
if the spread is larger than the wavelength of the standi
wave field.

Our proposed scheme is as follows. First, we prepare
cavities in the entangled Fock statesu0& andu1&. This can be
achieved by sending across both the cavities~initially in a
vacuum state! a two-level atom resonant with the cavity fie
and prepared in an excited state@4#. The atom is made to
undergo ap/2 pulse in the first cavity and ap pulse in the
second cavity. This can be achieved by properly choosing
interaction times of the atom with the field in the two cav

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the quantum controlled-NOT logic
gate used for the atomic momentum state teleportation. Ifp0 is the
moment of the incoming atom along thex axis, then it changes into
2p0 if there is a one-photon state inside the cavity, and remainsp0

if the cavity field is in a vacuum state.
©2003 The American Physical Society18-1
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ties. When the atom undergoes ap/2 pulse in the first cavity,
then it will be in a superposition of excited and ground sta
correlated with the cavity in zero- and one-photon states.
second cavity remains in a vacuum state. If the atom is
in the excited level after leaving the first cavity in th
vacuum state, then it will undergo a transition from an e
cited to a ground state by ap pulse with unit probability and
exit the second cavity after leaving one photon. If it contr
utes a photon in the first cavity and leaves the ground st
then it goes undisturbed from the second cavity and leav
empty. In both situations, the atom exits in the ground st
while the field in the two cavities is left in the following
entangled state:

uCc&5
1

A2
~ u0&1u1&21u1&1u0&2), ~2!

where the indices 1 and 2 refer to the first and the sec
cavity, respectively. The presence of one photon in any
of the cavities implies that the other is in the vacuum sta
with a maximal quantum entanglement between the two p
sibilities. Once the atom is detected in the ground state, t
we are ready for the next step of the teleportation.

The combined state of the atomic momentumuCa& and
entangled fielduCc& is given by

uC&5
ca

A2
~ u0&1u1&2u1p0&1u1&1u0&2u1p0&)

1
cb

A2
~ u0&1u1&2u2p0&1u1&1u0&2u2p0&). ~3!

The product can be extended in terms of the Bell basis

uC6&5
1

A2
~ u1p0&u0&16u2p0&u1&1), ~4!

uF6&5
1

A2
~ u1p0&u1&16u2p0&u0&1), ~5!

and is given by the following:

uC&5
1

2
@ uC1&~cau1&21cbu0&2)1uC2&~cau1&22cbu0&2)

1uF1&~cau0&21cbu1&2)1uF2&~cau0&22cbu1&2)].

~6!

The next step of teleportation is the measurement of
Bell states, i.e., a joint measurement of atomic momen
state and field inside the first cavity. It is clear from Eq.~6!
that each of the Bell states is correlated with a certain su
position of zero- and one-photon field in the second cav
Due to the measurement, the second cavity collapses
one of the four possibilities, each occurring equally with
probability of 1

4 , that carries the information of the atom
center-of-mass momentum state. In order to perform
measurement, first we need to disentangle the Bell state.
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can be done by injecting slow two-level atoms initially
their ground state inside the first cavity. The atoms are
an unknown superposition of momentum statesu1p0& or
u2p0& along the direction of the wave propagation as defin
by Eq. ~1!, representing the center-of-mass motion of t
atom~see Fig. 1!. The cavity field that is tuned to the atom
transition is in a superposition of zero and one photon.
oms while passing through the cavity interact with the fie
in the Bragg regime and can absorb or emit a photon.
response, it may get deflected in the direction of wave pro
gation by an integral multiple of photon momentum\k,
wherek represents the propagation vector. If the atom ex
riences complete cycles of consecutive excitation and de
citation, i.e., even number of interactions, then it leaves
cavity in the same state conserving energy. During the wh
process, the total change in the momentum of the atom
6 l\k, wherel is an even integer. The conservation of m
mentum requires

pout5pin1 l\k, ~7!

where pin corresponds to the momentum of the incomi
atom andpout is the momentum of the outgoing atom aftel
interaction with the cavity field. Under the Bragg regim
there are only two possible directions of the atomic mom
tum that are symmetric with respect to the transverse di
tions, i.e.,y axis as shown in the Fig. 1. Along these dire
tions, the magnitude of the atomic momentum on both si
remains the same. The initial magnitude of the atomic m
mentum is assumed to bepin5 l\k/2, where l is an even
integer. The conservation of kinetic energy requires that

pout
2

2M
5

upin1 l\ku2

2M
, ~8!

where M is the atomic mass. Ifp0 denotes the initial and
final magnitudes of the momentum of the atomic center
mass along the wave propagation direction inside the cav
then Eq.~8! has following two solutions:l 50 and

l 52 l 052
2p0

\k
. ~9!

Here, the first solution corresponds to the incoming atom
the second to the scattering component of the atomic be
conserving both energy and momentum. Under this con
tion, when the atom with initial momentump0 enters the
cavity that is in a vacuum state, then it emerges with
same initial momentum. However, if cavity contains o
photon, then it emerges in the2p0 state as shown in the Fig
1. The same result applies to the situation where we have
initial atom in momentum state2p0.

The above idea is used to design quantum logic gate
Ref. @18#, where the control bit is defined through the phot
number in the cavity field which is either in logic ‘‘0’’ or
‘‘1,’’ whereas, the controlled bit is characterized by the we
defined momentum of the center-of-mass motion of
atom. The initial and final states of the cavity field an
atomic center-of-mass momentum are summarized in Ta
8-2
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I, which shows the operation of quantum controlled-NOT

logic gate. A detailed calculation to obtain the conditions t
ensure the operation of quantum logic gates is presente
Ref. @18#.

Applying the idea of quantum controlled-NOT logic gates,
the Bell states defined by Eqs.~4! and ~5! evolve in the
following way:

uC6&→
1

A2
~ u0&16u1&1)u1p0&, ~10!

and

uF6&→
1

A2
~ u1&16u0&1)u2p0&. ~11!

Now the Bell states are disentangled and the atoms ca
detected in the two directions that indicate whether the a
plus cavity system is inC6 or F6 state.

In order to completely determine the Bell state, next
propose a scheme that is based on cavity QED. We se
resonant two-level atom initially in the first ground sta
through the first cavity which is a superposition of zero- a
one- photon states. If the atom encounters a zero pho
then it goes undisturbed, otherwise it may absorb one pho
from the cavity and get excited. Halfway inside the cavi
we apply a strongp/2 pulse that brings the atom in a supe
position of the excited and ground states. It may be poin
out that this region should be small enough so that the a
does not undergo any transition. Now we have two possib
ties: ~i! if the atom is in the ground state, then it may g
undisturbed through the cavity and exit in the ground st
leaving the zero-photon state inside the cavity,~ii ! if the
atom is in the excited state, then it may contribute a pho
inside the cavity and exit in the ground state. In both sit
tions, the atom leaves the cavity in the ground state carry
no information, whereas the cavity field will be left either
zero- or one-photon state. This leads to the evolution of jo
states@see Eqs.~10! and ~11!# in the following way:

1

A2
~ u0&16u1&1)ub&→

1

A2
~ u0&1ub&6u0&1ua&)

→ 1

A2
~ u0&1~ ua&1ub&)6u0&1~ ua&2ub&)

→ H u1&1ub&
u0&1ub&

. ~12!

TABLE I. Table of the cavity states and the atomic momentu
state acting as a quantum controlled-NOT gate.

Initial states Final states

u0,p0& → u0,p0&
u0,2p0& → u0,2p0&
u1,p0& → u1,2p0&
u1,2p0& → u1,p0&
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We, therefore, obtain

uC6&→
1

A2
~ u1&16u0&1)u1p0&ub&→ H u1p0&u1&ub&

u1P0&u0&ub&
,

~13!

similarly,

uF6&→
1

A2
~ u1&16u0&1)u2p0&ub&→ H u2p0&u1&ub&

u2p0&u0&ub&
.

~14!

The joint measurement can be achieved by detecting the
momentum state6up0& and the field inside the first cavity
which is either in zero- or one-photon state.

The final momentum states after the Bragg scattering
atoms with the standing-wave field in the first cavity can
measured by measuring the far-field position distribution.
the far field of the interaction region, the atomic positio
distribution can be obtained by exciting the atoms with
resonant laser beam and then detecting the fluorescence
tons. The measured position distribution yields informati
about the atomic momentum state@19#. To distinguish be-
tween zero- and one-photon states, a two-level atom initi
in the ground state and resonant with the cavity field can
injected inside the cavity. If the atom encounters zero p
ton, then it leaves the cavity in the ground state, otherwise
will absorb one photon from the cavity field and exit in th
excited state. Thus, a detection of the atom in its excited
ground state will determine whether the cavity field is
zero- or one-photon state. The outcome of the measurem
can be transmitted to the receiver through a classical chan
Finally, a receiver can apply an appropriate unitary trans
mation to the field inside the second cavity@which is pro-
jected in one of the four possibilities appearing in Eq.~6!#,
and reconstruct the momentum state of the atom withu0&2
and u1&2 replaced byu1p0&2 and u2p0&2.

Here we discuss the unitary transformation that a rece
must apply to the field inside the second cavity to compl
the teleportation procedure. If the state of the second ca
is cau0&1cbu1&, then it is the original state and no operatio
is required. Forcau0&2cbu1&, we need to change the phas
of stateu1&. This can be achieved by passing an atom i
tially prepared in a superposition of state (ua&1ub&)/A2 and
choosing the interaction time such that ground state acqu
a phase of21. If the atom is detected in stateub&, then the
cavity field reduces tocau0&1cbu1& which is the original
state. However, if the atom is detected in excited stateua&,
then we need to repeat the process again, until the ato
detected in stateub&. Now if the second cavity is in state
cbu0&1cau1&, then we need to swap the probabilities. Th
can be achieved by passing an atom initially prepared in
ground state and choosing the interaction time such that
field coherence is transferred to the atom leading to the s
(caua&1cbub&). In the next step, we apply a strong classic
field such that the states of the atom switch to (cbua&
1caub&). Atom is then passed through an empty cavi
which at the exit leaves the cavity in the original sta
8-3
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(cau0&1(cbu1&). Here we need an extra cavity, however,
principle, it is not really necessary and the transformat
can be obtained in a single cavity by manipulating the fi
time dependently. For the statecau1&2cbu0&), we need both
swapping of the probabilities and a phase shift, which can
obtained as discussed in the last two cases.

In summary, we propose a simple scheme for teleporta
an unknown superposition of an atomic center-of-mass
mentum state from sender’s end to a superposition of
cavity field at receiver’s end. The scheme relies on the id
from atom optics and cavity QED. The measurement of B
states are realized by employing a quantum controlled-NOT

gate using atomic scattering by a standing-wave field i
Bragg regime and then using cavity QED. It may be poin
, a
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out that throughout the paper, we neglect atomic spontane
emission and cavity losses. Recent developments on the
alization of the Bragg diffraction of atoms from the cavi
field @20# and the possibility of generating photon numb
states inside a high-Q cavity @21# makes the proposed
scheme experimentally realizable.
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